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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0603153A1] Passage for persons of a rail bound wagon for passenger transport with two sliding doors (1, 2) which can be moved along
guides (5) from a closed position into an open position, and vice versa, and which in the closed position rest directly one against the other, e.g. via
seals (44, 45) of the said sliding doors. At least one seal (8) which can unfold by means of pressure media is provided on the wagon in the door
gantry (e.g. in a groove 10), the said seal (8) acting in the unfolded state on the sliding doors (1, 2) at their regions adjoining the floor which is
walked on, the ceiling and edge regions which are adjacent to the door gantry and extend from the top to the bottom, and these edge regions and
those bordering on the ceiling have forks which in the closed position secure, with receiving elements of the door gantry, the sliding doors (1, 2)
in their position transversely with respect to the guide (5), the hooks and the receiving elements being connected to the sliding doors and to the
door gantry in an essentially rigid fashion and the hooks (13) being constructed on the sliding doors (1, 2) at least at the edge regions extending
from the top to the bottom and the corresponding receiving elements (12) being constructed to be essentially continuous from the top to the bottom.
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